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➢ Structural solidarity (opportunities for contact)

➢ Associational solidarity (contact)

➢ Functional solidarity (financial/instrumental support)

➢ Affective solidarity (positive feelings for each other)

➢ Consensual solidarity (agreement on values)

➢ Normative solidarity (obligations to support each other)

➢ (Conflict & ambivalence)

The Solidarity-Conflict-Model (V. Bengtson)
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➢ Germany takes an intermediate position in the Continental 

European continuum of intergenerational family solidarity: 

average levels of parent-child geographic proximity, 

frequency of contacts, or support exchanges (Hank 2009). 

➢ ‘Amicable’ and ‘detached’ are the most common types of 

intergenerational relations, w/ smaller shares of ‘ambivalent’ 

& ‘disharmonious’ relations (e.g., Steinbach 2008).

➢ Quality of intergenerational relations has remained very 

stable across recent decades (see Steinbach et al. 2020).

Some basic facts about the state of adult 

intergenerational relationships in Germany
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➢ Providing data suitable for more in-depths analyses

of intergenerational relationships has been one of 

pairfam’s primary aims (see Huinink et al. 2011)!

➢ But: How shall we assess, whether pairfam has 

actually been successful in achieving this goal?

o Some 30+ peer-reviewed studies (including five 

articles in the Journal of Marriage and Family) …

pairfam’s contribution to the study of 

intergenerational relationships
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➢ Nauck & Steinbach (2009; RatSWD) recommended 

that future data structures should obtain information on 

intergenerational relationships …

(1) simultaneously and complete,

(2) in a life-span perspective,

(3) from a panel design,

(4) from a multi-actor design,

(5) accounting for cultural variability and

(6) for institutional settings in cross-national comparisons.
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(1) Longitudinal pairfam studies

➢ A special issue of ALCR

(Steinbach 2012) – based on 

papers presented at the 1st (!) 

International pairfam 

Conference in Chemnitz –

included only one study using 

pairfam data.

➢ Today, pairfam’s “panel 

design” allows to investigate 

intergenerational relations “in 

a life-span perspective” – and 

to observe within-person 

changes over time (i.e. causal 

effects; Huinink & Brüderl 

2021). 



E.g. the transition to (grand-) 

parenthood:

Min et al. (2022) used FE models

to examine support exchanges 

between adult children and their 

parents across life transitions (i.e. 

marriage & parenthood).

Becoming a mother was associated 

with receiving more instrumental 

support from parents, but receiving 

less material/financial support.

When adult children became a 

parent, the provision of emotional 

and instrumental support to 

mothers decreased.
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(1) Longitudinal pairfam studies
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(1) Longitudinal pairfam studies (cont’d.)

Fang et al. (2021) examined whether youth and parent 

perceptions of intergenerational contact, closeness, and 

conflict change during the transition to adulthood, and 

how these relationship characteristics vary as a function 

of life course experiences.

Latent growth models revealed that parent–child contact 

and conflict decreased, whereas parent–child closeness 

remained relatively stable from ages 17 to 22.

Youth co-residence with parents was associated with 

higher levels of youth- and parent-reported contact and

conflict.
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(2) pairfam’s multi-actor design allows to …

➢ … avoid potential distortions resulting from (a) single-reporter 

bias and/or (b) different evaluations of parent-child relationship 

qualities by generation (‘intergenerational stake’ hypothesis; see 

Steinbach et al. 2019)

➢ … examine the interplay between inter- and intragenerational

relationships:

o Johnson et al.’s (2017) investigation of bidirectional associations 

between anchors’ interactions with their parents and intimate 

partners revealed a robust pattern of coordinated development

between parent-adult child and couple interactions: Increases in 

conflict and intimacy in one relationship were intertwined with 

changes in the other relationship.

o Plus analyses of relationships to siblings and parents (Hank & 

Steinbach 2018) or intimate partners (Johnson et al. 2021) …
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… allows taking a three-

generation perspective to 

investigate intergenerational 

transmission processes:

Greater emotional closeness, 

more frequent contacts, and a 

higher level of ambivalence in 

G1-G2 parent-child dyads is 

paralleled by the same 

pattern of relationship quality 

in G2-G3 parent-child dyads.

 Understanding families as 

multigenerational systems …

(2) pairfam multi-actor design (cont’d.) …
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(3) Using pairfam to investigate …

➢ … complex family structures encompassing biological and 

non-biological parent-child relationships, e.g.:

o Arránz Becker et al. (2013) examined differences in parental 

closeness across relations with multiple coresidential and 

non-coresidential adolescent and adult children.

A multilevel analysis revealed a strong positive effect of 

biological descent on closeness in comparison to adoptive 

and step-relations.

Moreover, within-parent FE analyses suggested that the 

relative disadvantage of stepchildren was offset by longer 

duration of the stepparent–stepchild relationship.

o ‘Step-gaps’ have also been observed in sibling relations 

(Steinbach & Hank 2018).
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(3) Using pairfam to investigate …

➢ … diversity in intergenerational 

relationships, e.g.:

Hank & Salzburger (2015) found 

indication of modestly lower levels 

of emotional closeness to both 

parents and evidence for less 

frequent contacts of homosexual 

children to their fathers.

Overall, however, adult gay and 

lesbian children’s relations to 

parents were not found to differ 

substantially from those observed 

among their heterosexual 

counterparts.
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(3) Using pairfam to investigate …

➢ … cultural variability in intergenerational relationships, e.g.:

o Baykara-Krumme et al. (2011) compared emotional 

closeness and contact frequency in native intergenerational 

relationships and Turkish as well as repatriate (Aussiedler) 

families.

Whereas natives and repatriates barely differed from each 

other, respondents of Turkish origin expressed a 

substantially greater emotional closeness to parents. 

Moreover, migrants were less likely to report conflicts with 

parents. This initial gap diminished (for repatriates) or even 

disappeared (for Turks), once confounders – e.g. proximity, 

number of siblings, and value orientations – were controlled.
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(4) Linking pairfam w/ other data sources

➢ International: Nauck & Ren (2018; 2021) linked pairfam with 

U.S. and East Asian surveys to study co-residence patterns 

with kin and young adults’ subjective well-being from a 

cross-cultural perspective.

➢ National (1): Barschkett et al. (2021) investigated inter-

generational effects of grandparental care using pairfam’s

information on child health, children's socio-emotional skills, 

and parental satisfaction measures as well as SOEP’s

information on children's school outcomes.

➢ National (2): Erlinghagen & Hank (2021) used pairfam as a 

reference study to compare recent German emigrants’ 

transnational intergenerational relationships – observed in 

the German Emigration and Remigration Panel Study – with 

those in the population of non-emigrant ‘stayers’.
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➢ pairfam obtained data on intergenerational relations …

(✓) simultaneously and complete,

(✓) in a life-span perspective,

(✓) from a panel design,

(✓) from a multi-actor design,

(✓) accounting for cultural variability and

(✓) for institutional settings in cross-national comparisons!

➢ Mission accomplished!

Conclusions
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Perspectives

➢ pairfam’s data collection has been completed after 

14 waves – but pairfam’s data on intergenerational 

relations have (by far!) not yet been fully analyzed …

➢ And: Further data on intergenerational relationships 

in Germany (and beyond) will be available soon …
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Thank you, “Team Chemnitz”, for your 

groundbreaking work …

… and thank you for your attention!

hank@wiso.uni-koeln.de


